NOTES:
1) REFER TO SECTION 03462 AND 06620 OF THE SPECIFICATIONS
2) FOR VAULT INSTALLATION SEE WS-04 OR WS-05
3) STAMP OR CHISEL A 50mm (2") HIGH "W" IN CURB FACE TO IDENTIFY POTABLE WATER SERVICE LOCATION
4) STAMP OR CHISEL A 50mm (2") HIGH "RW" IN CURB FACE TO IDENTIFY RECYCLED WATER SERVICE LOCATION
5) VAULTS ARE NOT TO BE INSTALLED IN DRIVEWAYS OR SIDEWALKS
6) SOME LOCATIONS MAY REQUIRE AN EASEMENT FOR INSTALLATION OF METER VAULT
7) VAULTS INSTALLED FOR THE USE OF RECYCLED WATER SHALL BE IDENTIFIED AS DESCRIBED IN SECTION 15151 OF THE SPECIFICATIONS
8) MATERIALS SHALL BE SELECTED FROM THE APPROVED MATERIALS LIST

VAULT LOCATIONS FOR 100mm (4") AND LARGER WATER SERVICES